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Abstract 

In Sweden two reforms were implemented in 2011 in order to delegate control to universities               

and improve the quality of tertiary education. Despite the efforts, Swedish universities are             

experiencing a quality crisis and the majority of students are receiving less than the              

recommended nine hours per week of tutor led education. The quality crisis, the low levels of                

student-teacher interaction and the reluctance towards marketization and customer focus          

within higher education, all provides cause for concern on how universities create value for              

their students.  

This study aims to examine the interaction students have with teachers, and how the              

interaction creates value for students. Interviews were conducted with students studying their            

third year of the business programme at Uppsala University. The result showed that the              

students thought interaction was important for their learning. Uppsala University was           

considered to offer sufficient amount of lectures and seminars, although with fluctuations in             

quality. Most notable in the study was the lack of feedback from teachers. The students               

showed strong discontent, as feedback would help them improve and learn, fulfilling their             

value creation.  
 

Keywords: Co-creation of value, interaction, dialogical exchange, feedback, higher         

education, customer focus 
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Introduction 

Around the world, many higher education (hereinafter referred to as HE) institutions defined             

by a high degree of governmental control, have undergone adaptations to marketization.            

Governments have sought out marketization as a strategy for improving the quality of HE,              

forcing HE institutions to gain necessary marketing knowledge in order to equip them for the               

challenges faced in an increasingly competitive and international context (Hemsley-Brown          

and Oplatka, 2006). 

 

Adaptations to marketization have also been observed in Sweden. As of 2010, two reforms              

within HE were ordered by the Swedish Government, an autonomy reform           

(Autonomireformen) and a quality reform (Kvalitetsreformen). The two reforms were          

implemented in 2011 and were initiated by the government in order to ensure the quality of                

the Swedish education system, and to allow for a higher degree of autonomy in terms of                

governance of Swedish universities. The main logic behind the reforms was the belief that a               

decentralization of control would provide universities with possibilities to adjust the           

organization from their specific needs, and focus on improving the quality of the research and               

education. Beliefs were that promotion of increased competence and quality would improve            

Swedish universities’ competitiveness (Kalpazidou Schmidt, 2014). 

 

Despite the efforts made by the government, a general consensus is that a quality crisis is                

spreading throughout the Swedish HE sphere (Wallberg, 2014). A report from TCO (The             

Swedish Confederation of Professional Employees) illustrates a deficit of resources in           

Swedish universities where the majority of full time students are receiving less than the              

recommended nine hours per week of tutor led education. Frequent and qualitative interaction             

between teachers and students have been directly linked with high quality education. It allows              

for a deeper, and more comprehensive understanding and maximizes students learning ability            

(Bender, 2013). Thus, if the students lack qualitative interaction with the university, it may              

interfere and hinder full utilization of the education service offered. 

 

The marketization of HE has given rise to the notion of defining students as customers of                

education services. The acknowledgement of students as customers is, however,          
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controversial. Many professionals and researchers in HE are hesitant towards the           

marketization of HE. The critique stems from the delegation of power to the students and the                

belief, that a customer focus counteracts teaching quality. Marketization strives to fulfill the             

customer’s needs and wants, and acknowledges that “the customer is always right”. In the              

case of HE, this is not always the case (Forsberg, 2014; Meiton, 2015). Due to marketization                

and the strive to create customer satisfaction, many academics state that they have been              

discouraged from exercising their professional judgement e.g. in terms of giving constructive            

feedback to students and setting challenging levels in offered education (Molesworth,           

Scullion and Nixon, 2010). In short, it is believed that due to a customer focus, professionals                

in HE feel obliged to validate students rather than providing an effective education service.              

While the critique on marketization of HE is frequent, supporters argue that marketization             

will allow HE institutions to be more efficient and to be fully responsive to the needs of                 

society, employers and students (Molesworth, Scullion and Nixon, 2010). Marketization is, as            

mentioned, characterized by a customer focus, and businesses, institutions and organizations           

in such an environment ought to focus on fulfilling the needs and maximize value for its                

customers (Mark, 2013).  

 

Value is an elusive concept that is difficult to define (Grönroos, 2011). It adapts to the                

individual perception and depends on the context in which it is generated (Vargo and Lusch,               

2004). Grönroos (2011: 282) defines value as “... A process through which the user becomes               

better off in some respect” . Value creation is an imperative characteristic of a service as there                

is no tangible product for which value can be located to (Grönroos, 2011). Such is also the                 

case of education; the transfer process itself is the generator of value (Kotzé and du Plessis,                

2003). As stated by Grönroos (2011: 287): “...if customers cannot create wanted value out of               

a good or a service activity, they will not be willing to pay the price demanded for this                  

resource, but will either ask for discounts or stop buying”, i.e. if value creation is inadequate,                

and the customers’ expectations of the quality of a service is not met, there will be no                 

motivation for further purchase and consumption. Value creation is described by Grönroos            

(2011) as a cohesive process between service providers and customers, in which different             

value creating activities take place. Much emphasis is put on interaction, which according to              

Grönroos provides possibility to maximize the output of value that is created in a service               

transfer (Grönroos, 2011).  
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Grönroos’ research (2011) refers to situations where customers exchange money for services            

offered in a commercial setting, such is not the case in the Swedish HE sphere. University                

education is traditionally funded by the Department of Education, and Swedish students pay             

no tuition fees for the education service provided (Regeringskansliet, 2015). Nevertheless, in            

a report by Swedish Confederation of Professional Association [SACO] (2015) the           

alternative costs of a Swedish university degree are presented. The alternative costs of a              

Bachelor’s degree (including: loss of income, student loans and interest rates) equals to more              

than 600 000 SEK. The costs for students proceeding with a Master’s degree exceeds 1 000                

000 SEK (SACO, 2015). One can conclude that despite the fact that Swedish universities              

require no tuition fees, a university degree does not come cheap. It is a massive investment                

for students and should be considered as such, despite the fact that students pay nothing for                

the education service itself. Thus, when translating the problematization of inadequate value            

creation into the HE sphere, one can draw the conclusion that if students are not able to create                  

wanted value from their investment there is an imminent risk that HE institutions may face               

the potential loss of students and, indirectly, reputation and competitive advantages. Thus, as             

explained by Mark (2013) it is crucial for HE institutions to facilitate students with a quality                

service which ensures the creation of value. However, the quality crisis, the lack of resources               

allocated to Swedish universities, the low levels of student-teacher interaction, as well as the              

reluctance towards marketization and customer focus within the HE sphere, all provides            

cause for concern: are HE institutions fully able to fulfill these requirements and create value               

for its customers?  

 

Purpose 

We can conclude that interaction between students and teachers has been linked with high              

quality education (Bender, 2013). Furthermore, interaction between providers and customers          

is seen as an imperative tool for value creation in commercial contexts (Grönroos, 2011).              

There is much research conducted on the importance of interaction in service marketing and              

researchers’ understanding of interaction can be seen as generic in the sense that it is suitable                

when applied to commercial contexts. However, in more specific environments, e.g. HE, the             

research on interaction is limited. In order to provide a richer understanding for the              
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multifaceted nature of interaction, and to grasp the importance of interaction as a facilitator of               

students value creation in HE settings, more examination is required. Therefore, this study             

aims to breach this gap and provide a better understanding of interaction as a facilitator of                

value creation in a HE context.  

 

The thesis’ purpose is to study the interaction students have with teachers, examine how              

students use interaction as a tool for their own value creation, and how the university assist in                 

the value creation process. The paper will examine different types of interaction with             

teachers, such as feedback, lectures and seminars and how they generate value for students.              

In order to investigate interaction in an HE setting, the focus is aimed towards the students of                 

one of Sweden’s oldest and more distinguished HE institutions; Uppsala University. The            

university is frequently ranked among the top universities in the world and has a long               

tradition of quality education and research (Study in Sweden, 2015). This report will             

investigate how students at Uppsala University perceive interaction with teachers, and how            

interaction generates value for the students. The question that will be examined is:  

 

How does interaction between students and teachers at Uppsala University facilitate value            

creation?  

 

Since value can be conceptualized as the overall evaluation of the service consumption             

experience (LeBlanc and Nguyen, 1999), the main question will be supplemented with an             

examination of the perceived value the students have of their overall education experience.             

Indirectly we hope that this will provide an indication of the importance of interaction as a                

dependent element in the value creation process and provide us with a better understanding of               

how value can be maximized in a HE context.  

 

Background 

There are several characteristics of HE that differs strongly from commercial settings. The             

perhaps most notable disparity is the nature of the company offering, and the fact that               

education traditionally fulfills a higher purpose than profit maximization (Molesworth,          

Scullion and Nixon, 2010). Furthermore, the nature of the customer differs. In HE there is               
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much debate on how to define students, are they customers; i.e. the receiver of the service                

offering? Or products; i.e. the offering itself? Litten (1980) uses the definition of students as               

“Quasi-products”, and explains that they can be defined as both consumers of the education              

service offered, as well as, products “created” by the university to fulfill the needs of               

employers and society. The issue of defining the role of students creates an environment in               

which it is complicated to determine what kind of theories and research that are applicable to                

HE and thus, opinions on the matter differs. HE has previously been studied by applying               

product centered marketing theories which is usually applied in situations where value is             

located to a tangible product, however, in the 1990s a general agreement was generated              

among marketing scholars and the approach shifted towards viewing HE as a service,             

categorizing it with a service marketing definition (Hemsley-Brown and Oplatka, 2006).  

Marketization of HE is as mentioned, a rather controversial subject and the            

application of business theories to HE settings are not obvious. There is much criticism aimed               

at the idea to apply a customer focus in HE, however, there are also researchers who argue                 

for the delegation of power to students, and promotes an increased customer focus in HE               

(Mark, 2013). Mark (2013) responds to some of the criticism in a literary review, where it is                 

argued that opponents to the student-as-customers paradigm base their criticism on outdated            

marketing theories. Customer focus in a service setting has typically been defined by the              

notion that “the customer is always right”, the application of this idea to the HE sphere                

generates fears that students will simply blame their shortcomings on the university, severely             

harming the education quality. However, the framework on which customer centered theories            

are based on has gone through a paradigm shift. General opinion in service marketing is now                

to view the customer as a co-producer of value, customers are no longer viewed as passive                

receivers of a service but rather as active participants, accountable for their own satisfaction.              

A delegation of power to students will not make them apathetic receivers but will provide the                

possibility to improve the service delivery, as it is the responsibility of both the provider and                

the customer to ensure the quality of the service. Finally, Mark (2013) concludes that students               

are not clueless of what constitutes for effective education methods. Eagle and Brennan             

(2007) state that students understand that they need to be committed and make efforts in               

order to harvest the benefits of a university education, in fact, they prefer challenging courses               

over courses that requires less work from the student. Furthermore, Dillon (2010) declares             

that students are very much aware of the differences in good and bad education. Mark (2013)                
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observes that universities are increasingly engaging students in the creation of the offered             

education, further opposing the recognition of students as merely passive recipients. Kotzé            

and du Plessis (2003) emphasize the importance of the role students play as a co-producer               

and explain that students are not passive demanders who has to be satisfied by the university                

at any cost. By engaging the students in learning activities and encourage active participation,              

the students assists in the creation of their own education and simultaneously increase their              

own satisfaction, perceived service quality, and value. Kotzé and du Plessis (2003) concludes             

that there is a positive correlation between active student participation and overall satisfaction             

with the service provided and stresses the importance of motivating students to engage in              

active participation: “Unless customers perform their “co-production” roles effectively, the          

desired outcomes will not be realized” (Kotzé and du Plessis, 2003: 187). Finally, Nguyen              

and Thuy (2015) provides another empirical study on student participation in HE services, it              

concludes that active participation is necessary for co-creation of value. The efforts,            

knowledge, skills and motivation of a student to participate in the service is important as they                

themselves are accountable for their own learning (Nguyen and Thuy, 2015).  

 

Theoretical Framework 

A foundation for the acknowledgement of customers as co-producers of value can be found in               

the work of Vargo and Lusch (2004), who created one of the more prominent theoretical               

frameworks on the subject; the Service-dominant logic (S-D logic). Service is a customer             

focused view, and it is the process of doing something for and together with another actor,                

co-creating value. Goods are only service appliances, and has no value on their own. It is                

only when the goods are used, through value-in-use, they provide value for the customer              

(Vargo and Lusch, 2008a). Later, Vargo and Lusch (2012) redefined the value-in-use concept             

to value-in-context, pointing out that the value created is also dependant on the social and               

economic context and network in which it is used. When utilizing the product, customers add               

their own needs, usage situation and behaviours, which adapts the value uniquely to each              

situation (Vargo and Lusch, 2008a; 2012). The customer is the co-creator of value, the one               

determining and creating value in interaction with the provider’s value propositions. The            

provider cannot deliver value, only propose value (Vargo and Lusch, 2008b). 
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Grönroos has built further on the S-D logic. A sample of his conducted research is the                

2011 review “Value co-creation in service logic: A critical analysis” in which the logic of               

value co-creation and the earlier research on the area of S-D logic is scrutinized. S-D logic, as                 

presented by Vargo and Lusch (2004, 2008b) is criticized for not including the full scope of                

framework necessary to understand value creation and value co-creation. The process in            

which value is created, he argues, needs to be divided for theoretical and practical              

considerations (Grönroos, 2011). Grönroos (2011) explains that understanding value, what it           

is and when it occurs, is an elusive issue. Value, he argues, is individual and based on                 

experiential perception, however, in an effort to define value creation Grönroos state: “Value             

creation is a process through which the user becomes better off in some respect” (Grönroos,               

2011: 282). Grönroos and Voima (2013) provides a model (Redeveloped from Grönroos,            

2011) for value creation in which the process is divided into two spheres; the provider sphere                

and the customer sphere (Figure 1). When dividing the creation process, emphasis is put on               

the differentiating roles of service providers and customers. The provider sphere is aimed             

towards the facilitation of value creation, suggesting value through value propositions.           

Indirect interaction is when the customer independently use the resources offered (e.g. a             

product) by the provider. In the customer sphere the customer indirectly interacts with the              

provider when utilizing the provider’s resources. Together with the customer’s own resources            

(experiences, knowledge and skills) this self-service process creates value for the customer.            

Where the two spheres overlap in the joint sphere, the service provider directly interacts with               

the customer, and has the opportunity to engage in the customer’s value creation process. As               

opposed to Vargo and Lusch (2004) statement that the providers only can offer value              

propositions, the interaction with the customers offers an opportunity for the providers to             

co-create value together with the customers. In this stage of the process both spheres have the                

possibility to adjust, cooperate and fulfill the process of value creation (Grönroos, 2011;             

Grönroos and Voima, 2013). 
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Figure 1: The value creation process (Grönroos and Voima, 2013) 

 

Grönroos (2011) puts particular emphasis on the interaction process, as it supplies service             

providers with an opportunity to facilitate the creation of value in the customer sphere.              

Furthermore, it provides the customer sphere with an opportunity to affect the service             

providers value proposition, in short, this stage of the value creation process facilitates a              

dialogical exchange between the actors, where they can both influence and learn from each              

other, all in order to fulfill and co-create value (Grönroos, 2011). Displayed in the model are                

the two separate spheres of the value creation process: the provider sphere and the customer               

sphere. The two overlap in order to illustrate the interaction stage, the joint sphere, where as                

mentioned, the provider and the customer sphere can engage in co-creation of value.             

Applying the model to HE, the provider sphere can be converted to the university’s value               

facilitation process, i.e. the creation of the value proposition, and the offering of a education               

service. The customer sphere represents the students value creation process, where students            

utilize the resources, the education service, offered in the value proposition in order to create               

value for themselves. The interaction stage between the university and the students entails to              

describe the process where the two groups encounter each other, interact, and lay the              

foundation for possible co-creation of value.  
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The importance of interaction as a measure to facilitate value creation is further             

emphasized by Ballantyne and Varey (2006). Ballantyne and Varey (2006) stress the            

significance of qualitative relationships, which are created through frequent interaction and           

the experiences connected to said interaction. The suggested method for managing           

relationship quality is to promote mutual learning over time. This learning process is             

beneficial to all involved parties and promotes future value creation (Ballantyne and Varey             

(2006). Within the S-D logic framework, they argue that the communication becomes            

reciprocal or dialogical as the involved actors interact to learn and work together. The              

customers’ needs are to be responded to, in order for all parties involved to be satisfied. The                 

expected value is not only delivered, but a consequence of mutual adjustment. Therefore,             

interaction between actors facilitates value creation (Ballantyne et al, 2011). 

The aim is to examine how the interaction between students and teachers facilitates             

value creation. The model represent three perspectives of the value creation process where             

indirect interaction takes place in the provider and the customer sphere, and direct interaction              

in the joint sphere (Grönroos and Voima, 2013). Therefore, the whole model will be applied               

in the study, summarized in three concepts: 

 

1. The provider as a value facilitator 

Refers to the role of the provider as a facilitator of value creation in the customer sphere. In                  

order for value to be created in the customer sphere, the provider needs ensure that all                

necessary resources are at the customer’s disposal. This is conducted through the value             

proposition (Grönroos, 2011; Grönroos and Voima, 2013). 

 

2. Interaction as facilitation of co-creation and value fulfillment 

This connects to the joint production process in the joint sphere. In this stage of the value                 

creation process, the provider and the customer engage in interaction, which if successful,             

may lead to co-creation of value and value fulfillment (Grönroos, 2011; Grönroos and             

Voima, 2013). 

 

3. Value is individual and dependent on the context in which it is used 

Value is not transferred from the provider but created in the customer sphere. The created               

value is based on the individual’s experiences, knowledge and skills and the provider’s             
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resources. The value is also dependent on the context in which the customer create value               

(Grönroos, 2011; Grönroos and Voima, 2013). 

 

Methodology 

In order to explore the importance of interaction in connection to value creation and              

understand how students at Uppsala University perceive the education service provided, an            

explorative investigation was initiated. The explorative nature of the study was decided upon             

as we hoped the study would provide a richer understanding of interaction in the context of                

HE. An environment, in which little research has been made on interaction in connection to               

value creation. A small scale collection of primary data was conducted through            

semi-structured interviews with students at Uppsala University. Interviews were selected due           

to the nature of the investigation, as the question of value is a subjective phenomena based on                 

individual perception and the context in which it is created. Therefore, a quantitative measure              

might not have been able to capture the full scope of nuances of the individual perceptions of                 

value. Furthermore, a quantitative study would not have been able to provide the richness of               

data that was necessary for the explorative purpose of this study. Small sample investigations,              

such as the one conducted, are often looked at with scepticism (King, Keohane and Verba,               

1994). The limited data collection is easily affected by sampling biases and often lack              

external validity, however, it is also noted that small sample investigations are suitable for              

explorative research, if conducted properly this mode of research can help reveal deep             

structures of social behavior (King, Keohane and Verba, 1994; Saunders, Lewis and            

Thornhill, 2012: 381).  

 

Data collection 

Semi-structured interviews were decided upon rather than fully structured interviews as it            

provides for more in-depth discussions that are valuable when conducting an explorative            

study. The interview is not limited to a set number of predetermined questions, but allows for                

adaptation throughout the interviews and, thus, they can provide a more detailed and rich set               

of data. Furthermore, a semi-structured interview is a suitable method to identify general             

patterns in a small sampling group (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill 2012: 375). Some key              

questions and themes were decided upon beforehand to ensure the interview covered the             
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research topic. These questions were formulated in consideration to earlier research           

investigating co-creation in an HE context (Russel, 2005; LeBlanc and Nguyen, 1999;            

Ledden, Kalafatis and Samouel, 2007). A tradeoff between one-to-one interviews and focus            

groups was made and the decision fell on individual interviews as there is a risk that                

participants become affected by each other in a group setting (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill,              

2012: 381) . A respondent is already affected by different biases and thus, to avoid further               

bias, group influence was taken out of the equation to provide a more accurate representation               

of respondents true opinions (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2012: 402). In the preparation             

process we acknowledged quality issues connected to semi-structured interviews such as           

reliability in terms of biases, repeatability, generalisability and validity. Questions and           

interview structure were carefully considered in order to avoid contamination of the resulting             

data, however, it is difficult to completely eliminate these issues, particularly in such a small               

scale investigation (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2012: 380-381). 

 

Interview structure 

The interview questions (Appendix 1) were as mentioned formulated in consideration to            

similar research and connected to the three main concepts identified from the theoretical             

framework. In order to investigate the three concepts derived from Grönroos and Voima             

(2013), the model and the three spheres were summarized into six constructs (see Figure 3.               

Data Structure). The provider sphere, containing two constructs: Resources and Value           

Propositions , refers to the provider’s role as a value facilitator, laying the foundation for              

value creation in the customer sphere. Two constructs from the customer sphere were             

captured: Value Creation and Context. These were decided upon in order to portray the              

customers roles as value creators, value is not transferred but created in the customer sphere               

and, is dependent on the context in which it is used. Finally, two constructs were derived                

from the joint sphere: Interaction and Co-creation, which portrays the opportunities for            

co-creation of value and value fulfillment made possible through successful interaction.           

Formulating questions related to the six constructs ensured that the full scope of the value               

creation process, in relation to Grönroos and Voima (2013) model, was captured.            

Furthermore, the objective of the questions was to distinguish students perceptions of            

interaction as a means of fulfilling the value generated from their education, how a lack of                

interaction could interfere with their value creation and how the value of the education at               
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Uppsala University is perceived. The interviews were all initiated with questions revolving            

around interaction, which was defined as situations where students and teachers are involved             

in direct interaction, e.g. seminars, lectures, opportunities for conversation and feedback           

sessions. The two first questions specifically focused on seminars and lectures: (1) Are you              

satisfied with the amount of tutor led education at Uppsala University? (2) Do you think that                

tutor led education assists in your learning? From direct interaction the focus shifted towards              

the issue of interaction in the shape of feedback: (3) Are you satisfied with the amount of                 

feedback you receive on your academic performance? (4) Do you discuss your studies with              

teachers? Question number four generated some confusion and it was most of the time              

necessary to define what “Discuss your studies” was referring to, e.g. commenting on the              

teaching, appealing a grade or reviewing the course litterature.  

Question number five was written with the value providers facilitation in mind,            

investigating, whether or not, the students are provided with the means necessary to create              

value for themselves: (5) Do you always understand what you need to do in order to receive                 

a certain grade? The sixth question was designed to derive if students have the tendency to                

engage in co-creation of the value proposition i.e. the means in which students can provide               

feedback to the service provider through course evaluations: (6) Do you participate in course              

evaluations? This question was always followed up with a “Why?” to allow for the              

respondents to elaborate why, or why they do not,  participate in course evaluations.  

These six questions formed the first section of our interview, as the interview             

progressed, questions on interaction were replaced by questions on the respondent’s general            

take on the business programme at Uppsala University, and the perceived value of the              

education service offered. (7) What is the purpose of your education at Uppsala University?              

This question was asked to conceive why the students want a university education, in              

connection to the fact that value is based on the context in which it is used. To help determine                   

if the students feel that they can create the wanted value from the education offered, and if                 

they are provided with sufficient resources to do so, the succeeding questions followed the              

same theme: (8) Do you believe that the knowledge you gain at Uppsala will be useful for you                  

in the future? (9) Do you think that the education offered at Uppsala University has enough                

relevance and relation to reality? (10) Are you satisfied with the quality of the education               

offered at Uppsala University? The final question was designed in order to identified quality              

issues that first comes to mind in students (11) If you could change anything with your                
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education at Uppsala University, what would that be? Since the interviews were            

semi-structured further questions were added as the interviews progressed, however, these 11            

questions formed the basis of the interview structure.  

 

Sampling 

The sampling of interviewees was conducted in consideration with the report from TCO. The              

report emphasized the resource gap by describing the non-egalitarian division of resources            

between different types of education programmes. Students of medicine receive more than            

twice the amount of the resources than students of humanities and economics (Bender, 2013).              

The unequal distribution to the later of the groups provided an interesting outlook in terms of                

the effects a lack of interaction may entail: are students in this category affected by limited                

interaction and resources? Is the perceived quality and value generated from their education             

affected by the limited resources and interaction? While considering this uneven distribution            

of resources it was decided that students provided with less resources would be the target of                

the qualitative interviews. The belief was that these students would be more likely to express               

discontent with the current conditions. Students were decided upon rather than the value             

provider, due to the fact that value is not an objective measurement, but rather based on                

personal experiences. The sampling was narrowed down further to students enrolled in their             

final year of their bachelor studies. These students have more experience of Uppsala             

University and have a more complete perception of the overall value provided. Finally, it was               

decided that the students ought to be enrolled in the same course of study so that a                 

comparison of the data would be more relevant and appropriate. The marketing track of the               

business programme was selected as the target of the investigation as it is one of the                

programmes granted the least amount of tutor led hours. Additionally, it was selected for the               

convenience of acquiring interviewees within a limited scope of time. An initial sampling             

quota was set to 10 separate interviews which would equal just under a quarter of the third                 

year marketing students at Uppsala University. It was believed that this was a suitable              

amount in order to ensure that different perceptions of interaction and values were exposed.              

The decision to settle with a small sample of the total population was based on the possibility                 

to acquire richness of data under a limited time frame. An increased volume of interviews               

would have provided more external validity, however, considering the explorative nature of            

the study it was decided that a wide spectrum of data was more desirable. A general enquiry                 
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for interviewees was sent out by email to the third year students of the marketing track at                 

Uppsala University. A number of students volunteered and they were invited to the interview              

rounds which took place at the university campus in Uppsala. No particular emphasis was              

given to attributing traits such as age or gender. The goal was to capture personal experiences                

and no proof had been found during the literary review that opinions on interaction, or value,                

tended to depend, or vary, based on these factors. This was confirmed in the analysis of the                 

collected data, there were no apparent differences between the participants, despite differing            

on several traits and attributes.  

 

Implementation 

The interviews were audio recorded and transcripted (the script can be retrieved from the              

authors). The audio recording provided the possibility to more accurately transfer the            

collected data without the potential loss of information, accentuation and emphasis that a             

written documentation may entail (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2012: 394). Furthermore,           

the interviews were conducted in Swedish, the mother tongue of the interviewees, this was to               

ensure that the respondents would not feel restricted in expressing themselves due to             

language barriers. Careful translations were made before extracting direct quotes from the            

interviews (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2012: 442), however, we acknowledge that some            

nuances may be changed in the process. The interview process was initiated with a trial               

interview in order to determine the appropriateness of the interview questions, and to             

investigate what kind of answers the questions would generate. It was concluded that the              

chosen questions were suitable in deriving fitting data for the investigation and we were able               

to attain data on all the concepts derived from the theoretical framework. It was also               

concluded that the questions motivated the trial interviewee to express personal opinions and             

thoughts on the subjects of value and interaction, something which was highly desirable in              

our explorative investigation. However, some of the questions had to be complemented with             

examples in order to provide clarity, as they created some confusion during the trial. After the                

interview questions had been reviewed, official interview rounds were conducted with the            

invited students. Each of the interviews lasted between 10 and 25 minutes. The interviews              

taking place in the beginning of the interview round were considerably longer than the last               

ones, this is believed to have been due to an increased awareness of what data was needed                 

from the interviews and a more effective approach to deriving that data, e.g. in terms of                
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follow up questions. Seven interviews were conducted in total, this was less than the initial               

quota of ten interviews, however, after seven interviews the impression was that enough data              

had been collected, and provided sufficient saturation for the analysis. The answers to the              

questions were coherent and it was believed that nothing substantially new would be             

generated through conducting more interviews. Seven respondents equals to 16 % of the total              

available population of 42 third year marketing students (UHR, 2015). Nevertheless, we            

acknowledge that seven interviews may not be enough for the result to be generalized,              

however, richness of data was prioritized over external validity as it was an imperative              

quality of our data collection (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2012: 380).  

 

 

Figure 2: Interview Respondents 

 

Analysis 

In order to increase the integrity of the analysis the primary data was complemented with               

secondary data: the report from TCO, previous research in marketization of HE, value             

creation and co-creation of value in HE. Support was also yielded from the theories presented               

earlier in this report to assist in the organization and the interpretation of the collected               

primary and secondary data. Previous research on marketization and value creation, as well             

as the theoretical framework was selected after a thorough literature review. The review was              

conducted on articles retrieved from Google Scholar and the database of the university library              

at Uppsala University. The articles were chosen based on relevance to the problematization of              
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the study, the credibility was endorsed in the selection process; articles from top journals              

were primarily selected. 

When analyzing the data gathered from the interviews, a basic structuring of the             

material was performed. Quotes and extracts relating to the given themes and concepts were              

defined and then structured (See Figure 3, Data Structure) with consideration to Gioia, Corley              

and Hamilton’s (2013) article on the “Gioia Methodology”. The authors provide a framework             

for creating qualitative rigor in inductive research without risking the creativity that these             

studies often provide in terms of defining social constructs and creating new theoretical             

grounds (Gioia, Corley and Hamilton, 2013). The answers from the respondents were            

grouped in a manner that allowed for observation of overlapping patterns and trends between              

the separate interviews. Opinions relating to the presented theory were marked out. After             

summarizing the general opinions on each question, the theoretical framework was consulted            

in order to interpret and identify general patterns. The correlative patterns between the             

theoretical framework and the primary data was defined and identified, then structured using             

the concepts derived from the theoretical model:  

 

1. The provider as a value facilitator 

2. Interaction as facilitation of co-creation and value fulfillment 

3. Value is individual and dependent on the context in which it is used 

 

By comparing the correlation of the phenomenons in the primary data with the theoretical              

framework, an analysis was initiated in order to derive a conclusion to the research question.               

Each of the interview questions were connected to one of the three themes in order to                

structure the findings. Some of the questions provided answers connected to more than one of               

the three themes, but for simplicity’s sake those questions were only associated with a single               

theme in the presentation of the findings. However, in the analysis (see Figure 3. Data               

Structure) overlapping connections were made in order to represent the full scope of primary              

data, and how said data connected to the theoretical framework.  
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 Figure 3: Data Structure 
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Findings 

The findings from the interviews are summarized and categorized into the three main themes              

from the model developed by Grönroos and Voima (2013). 

 

1. The provider as a value facilitator 

In order to reveal how Uppsala University facilitate value creation through value            

propositions, students’ answers surrounding the first constructs “Resources and Value          

Proposition” (see Figure 3. Data Structure) are summed up. These constructs were examined             

through the following questions; Questions 5 investigate students opinions on the course            

guide and the grading criterions students receive. Questions 10 is a general question             

covering how the students perceive the overall quality of the education. 

 

The students interviewed thought the course guide and the grading criterions were often             

diffuse in courses they described as abstract, such as marketing and management courses.             

The courses they described as concrete, finance and accounting, had more clearly defined             

goals and criterions. One student was critical towards the business and marketing institution,             

as the teachers would often hand out the grading criteria after the students’ papers had               

already been handed in and graded. The student thought it would be better to receive clear                

criterions beforehand. Another student commented on the instructions given to the students            

on how they need to perform in order to pass a course: “It’s not crystal clear” (Respondent 4,                  

2015). Two students admitted that they do not always read the course guide in depth and                

continuously throughout the course, and are not always certain what is asked of them and               

their performances. The satisfaction of the quality at Uppsala University differed between the             

students. One student said the quality varied throughout the programme, where courses could             

be either, very demanding and intense, or very easy, demanding little to no study effort to                

pass the course. The student perceived the difficulty of the course to be set by the teacher.                 

Another student agreed that some courses had been too relaxed and not demanding enough.              

One student was overall satisfied with the quality but lacked feedback from the teachers on               

his/her performance. Two students were very satisfied with the quality but explained that             

there are aspects within the programme that could have been improved. Mentioned were both              

teaching methods, more practical elements, and confirmations that the feedback given to the             
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university in course evaluation was being employed. The fact that the studies are quite              

theoretical was mentioned by one student as something negative. The same student would             

prefer that the teachers involved the students more, offering more seminars and workshops. 
  

2. Interaction as facilitation of co-creation and value fulfillment 

The second constructs “Interaction and Co-creation” (see Figure 3. Data Structure) capture            

how the students and teachers engage in interaction, which if successful, can promote             

co-creation of value and value fulfillment. Questions 1, 2 and 3 were asked in order to                

capture students’ opinions on tutor led education and feedback. Question 4 investigates if             

students discuss their studies, such as grades or papers, with teachers. Lastly, Question 6              

explore to what extent students participate in course evaluations. 

 

There was a general consensus that teacher led education aided in the students’ learning              

process. The respondents expressed that seminars were more important to them than lectures.             

All students interviewed, said that seminars were useful, as they were able to express their               

view on the subject and receive other students’ opinions and perspectives. The teachers that              

lead the discussion were considered helpful as they could redirect and guide the discussions.              

A few students mentioned that seminars become better if one comes well prepared, as it is                

necessary to study in advance. Throughout their studies they felt that there had been different               

levels of quality of seminars and lectures, but overall the students were satisfied with them               

and the amount of teacher led education. Only one student stated that the business              

programme was too relaxed and not demanding enough in terms of teacher led education.              

The student felt that it was easy to prioritize other activities outside of school, because the                

studies were not very challenging due to the low amount of scheduled lectures and seminars.  

 

The students were asked if they were satisfied with the individual feedback on their written               

and oral performance. Most students expressed strong discontent with the lack of feedback             

they received from teachers, to cite one student “It’s beyond all criticism ” (Respondent 3,              

2015). Two students described feedback as important for their motivation, Respondent 6            

stated: “I think we receive way too little (Feedback), and it is a motivational factor as well, so                  

that you know how to improve before the next assignment” (2015). One student said s/he               

would usually ask for feedback from the teachers, and in those cases they were quick to                
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respond. It was also mentioned by all students that feedback helped them learn and develop.               

The lack of feedback made it difficult for the students to understand why they received a                

certain grade, and how they could improve their future performance. One student was             

satisfied with the feedback received in all courses except in business and marketing, where              

s/he either received it “late” or not at all. A follow up question regarding continuous feedback                

was asked four of the respondents, and three stated that they would appreciate to receive               

continuous feedback throughout the course. The fourth student said it would be better if it               

was given only when the students asked for feedback.  

 

When a course ends, students are encouraged to fill out a course evaluation, to convey their                

opinions and thoughts on the course. Most students said they would fill them in, and the                

majority would write both positive and negative comments. One student would only fill in the               

course evaluation if there was anything negative to say. The student felt there was no need to                 

fill it in if the course had been good as there would be nothing to improve. Another student                  

said to have never filled them in, until a teacher in the third year of the programme, showed a                   

PowerPoint with comments from previous students. The teacher had showed the changes they             

had made within the course, which made the student feel their opinions do matter, and               

afterwards the student started to fill them in. Most students did not know if their comments                

would matter, and if the teacher would read and make use of the comments to change the                 

courses to the better. When asked if the students discussed their studies and grades with the                

teachers it differed. Some students had on a few occasions sent emails or talked directly with                

teachers about their coursework or grades. If that was the case, it was always because they                

didn’t understand why they had received a certain grade and wanted further explanation and              

clarification of what was lacking in their work, as the grading criteria had been diffuse. They                

also felt the response and contact with the teachers had been good. Another student had a few                 

times appealed the grading on exams. The student mentioned that not all exams had been               

appealed, because s/he felt that they would not respond and listen to the appeal, this was                

agreed with by another student, who felt that they would not listen to complaints that could                

improve the course. Respondent 3 expressed discontent with the university’s lack of response             

to students’ opinions: “They should be interested to know what doesn’t work, and I don’t feel                

like they are (interested)” (2015). One student had tried to contact a teacher by email, to                

receive clarification on how their work had been graded but did not receive an answer. The                
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student also mentioned that s/he knew another student who had tried to receive feedback on a                

grade, but the teacher’s answer had lacked clarity. 
  

3. Value is individual and dependent on the context in which it is used 

The third constructs “Value Creation and Context” (see Figure 3. Data Structure)            

concentrates on how value is created in the customer sphere and, dependent on the context in                

which it is used. Questions 7, 8, and 9 were asked in order to explore the students purpose                  

with the education, and how useful and relevant they perceive it will be in the future.                

Questions 11 was originally constructed in connection the the first theme, “The provider as a               

value facilitator”, and asked to derive if students wanted to make any alterations to their               

education (the value proposition). However, this resulted in data connecting to the third             

theme and thus, it is presented here. 

 

All the students said the purpose with their education is to prepare them for their future                

workplace. Five of the students said the business studies were too theoretical. They             

acknowledge that it is necessary and important but would have preferred more practical             

elements in the programme to prepare them better for the workplace; “I absolutely don’t feel               

like I’ve learned enough, now that I’m almost finished (...) I thought I would feel much more                 

secure with my business capabilities” (Respondent 1, 2015). Before they started studying at             

Uppsala University, they did not think the business programme would contain as many             

theoretical courses as it did. One student suggested that the programme ought to provide              

possibilities to participate in internships at companies, this to improve the understanding and             

connect the educational relevance. Two students were satisfied with the relevance of their             

studies. The students perceive the knowledge they gain from the business programme will be              

helpful when they start working. One student was very positive and felt the knowledge              

gained would be very useful in the workplace, whilst another said it was not enough and                

more courses in finance and accounting would have been necessary to be fully prepared for               

the labor market.  

 

The students suggested different changes to the business programme. The changes for one             

student, concerned an increased focus on accounting and finance and prolonging the            

programme to four years, to prepare for future employment. The mentioned student said “I              
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think that everyone feel very unprepared to go out and work” and “Check with the employers,                

what are they expecting us to know?” (Respondent 1, 2015). Another suggestion was to make               

all the elements in the courses mandatory, as students tend not be motivated to attend               

seminars and lectures. Another student wanted to improve the motivation of students and             

suggested increased feedback on academic performances. Five students wanted the          

programme to be more adapted to reality, with practical elements such as case solving or               

internships at companies. One of them said it would help the knowledge stick. 

 

Discussion 

The results of our qualitative investigation display students view on interaction and value             

generated from the business programme at Uppsala University. When receiving questions on            

whether or not students were satisfied with the clarity of the learning and grading criterions,               

the students’ impressions of Uppsala University’s value facilitation was investigated.          

Concerns were brought forward regarding the clarity of the information transferred in some             

of the courses; students were not provided with necessary resources from the value facilitator              

and thus, fulfillment of the customer’s value creation, was not possible. Value for the              

students in this case was to know what was required of their academic performance to reach a                 

certain grade. Overall, it was indicated that the service provider offer adequate resources for              

value creation to occur as the students are overall satisfied with the quality of education.               

However, changes are required in order to facilitate value fulfillment.  

 

The theories derived from our literary review promoted interaction as a crucial piece of the               

value creation process. Data collected from this investigation further emphasizes this notion,            

it can also be noted that there are different dimensions of interaction, that are valued               

differently by students. The respondents agree that interaction in the form of lectures and              

seminars assist in their personal learning process, nevertheless, the interpretation is that the             

perceived value of the education and the students value creation process is not entirely              

dependent upon this type of interaction. It is rather a tool for integrating with other students                

and endorse the knowledge gained in the self-service process of value creation. The question              

of interaction at Uppsala University provided the interpretation that students at Uppsala            

University value the teacher led education and acknowledge that it provides the opportunity             
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to improve learning i.e. the creation of value in the customer sphere. Seminars are regarded as                

more useful than lectures, this indicates that interaction which allows for dialogical exchange             

(Ballantyne and Varey, 2011) is valued higher than lectures, which are primarily a channel              

for service provision and involves a low level of interaction. Five students mentioned that the               

interaction with other students is one of the primary reasons as to why they approve of                

seminars. This is a type of interaction, that according to Grönroos and Voima (2013), is               

located in the customer sphere. The customers interact to co-create value with other actors in               

the network, where the provider has no influence of the value creation process (Grönroos and               

Voima, 2013). Although as indicated in the results gathered from our investigation,            

interaction with other students is a tool for fulfillment of the students’ value creation within               

the joint sphere, in a triadic relationship with the teachers. Here the teacher does have               

influence on the students’ value creation process, as it is the teachers who provides the               

resources and decides what students may join the seminars. How students value lectures and              

seminars was concluded to be dependent on their personal learning preferences, however all             

the respondents express themselves positively of seminars and lectures offered at Uppsala            

University.  

 

A dimension of interaction that caused more ardent opinions was the subject of feedback.              

Feedback, cannot strictly be categorized as a direct (i.e. face to face) form of interaction, it is                 

primarily given in written form and provides little opportunity for direct dialogical exchange.             

Furthermore, it can be viewed as an initiative from the provider to promote fulfillment of               

value creation in the user sphere. The respondents participating in our data collection had              

strong opinions on feedback, or rather, the lack of it. The respondents stated that without the                

feedback they have no idea how to improve their work, or know what they need to learn. This                  

further indicates that feedback is an important facilitator of value creation that needs to be               

provided in the service offering in order to facilitate fulfillment of value. Indicated was that               

feedback provides a basis for future improvement, motivation and commitment to fully            

utilize the potential value offered in the education service.  

 

The discontent with feedback offered was not only aimed at the feedback given on academic               

performance but also directed towards the university’s ability to respond to the students’             

feedback (given through course evaluations); i.e. a dialogical exchange that promotes for            
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mutual adjustment, which in turn facilitates value fulfillment. Co-creation of value as a             

repercussion to successful interaction can be observed in feedback initiated by the customer.             

Students tendencies to engage in such feedback were observed in the set of questions              

focusing on participation in feedback and dialogical exchange with teachers. The results were             

mixed, the majority of students participated in giving feedback to the teachers, while a few               

felt less inclined. One student perceived that the university would not acknowledge their             

feedback, thus expressing a lack of motivation to engage in feedback. Furthermore, several             

students were hesitant when it came to contact teachers on their own initiative in order to                

discuss their results or studies. Students stated that they were not sure if such an exchange                

would be beneficial.  

The data displays a situation where the customer does not perceive that the service              

provider responds, and acknowledge, the customer’s initiative to co-create value. Thus, some            

users are hesitant to provide feedback to the service provider. A malfunctioning relationship             

such as this causes a lack of mutual learning over time and adjustment of the value                

proposition (Ballantyne and Varey, 2006). The value proposition can not be tuned to the              

needs of the customer's value creation process, and thus, the provider might not be able to                

facilitate value fulfillment. It may be that the teachers do indeed listen to the feedback               

received from the students, however, it appears to seldom be communicated to the students,              

something that would endorse a qualitative relationship that promotes mutual learning and            

adjustment. When analyzing the feedback as a variety of interaction it becomes clear that it is                

an obstacle for value fulfillment at Uppsala University, the students feel as if the lack of                

feedback hinders their self-service value creation process. In short, the lack of feedback is              

perhaps the most obvious limitation of value creation found in our study.  

 

Finally, a third variety of interaction was defined as a foundation for perceived value of the                

education service at Uppsala University. This variety of interaction is the exchange with             

future employers. Several students expressed concerns regarding the lack of integration with            

the labor market. The results indicate that the main objective for students to undertake an               

education at Uppsala University was with the purpose to utilize the knowledge in future              

workplaces. Although the respondents recognize that the knowledge they acquire from           

Uppsala University will be useful and valuable to them, they also indicate that they are               

hesitant as to whether or not they will receive all the knowledge and competence necessary to                
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become fully successful in a commercial setting. Since value is dependent on the context in               

which it is used (Vargo and Lusch 2012; Grönroos, 2011; Grönroos and Voima, 2013), the               

facilitation of value creation may be sufficient for creating value in the context of HE, but not                 

fulfilled in the context of the labor market. In case students do not believe that the service                 

will fulfill their need, a want for future employment, which encouraged them to engage in the                

service transfer, the experience of the service quality will be insufficient. Thus, students’             

expected value will not be fulfilled. Concluded was that this degree of interaction did not               

contribute to the self-service value creation process as such, but rather, contributed to the              

motivation of students and, primarily, had substantial effect on the overall perceived value of              

the education service.  

Thus, for education providers committed to creating customer satisfaction, this mode           

of interaction can be considered critical. For a provider to effectively manage customer             

interactions, it is necessary to learn more about the customer’s value creation process, in both               

the joint sphere and the customer sphere (Grönroos and Voima, 2013). If students do not               

perceive that the education service will fulfill their primary purpose, obtaining an            

employment, and have the skills and knowledge necessary to perform in such a role, they               

may not be willing to participate in such a service, or as explained by Grönroos:“...if               

customers cannot create wanted value out of a good or a service activity, they will not be                 

willing to pay the price demanded for this resource, but will either ask for discounts or stop                 

buying” (2011:287). 

 

Limitations 

The students interviewed were despite several perceived shortcomings overall satisfied with           

their education experience, which can explain why they have not been deterred from finishing              

their studies. Another indication of discontent could be displayed in a lack of attendance,              

however, questions asked in the interviews failed to grasp the scope of attendance of the               

respondents. Students might have had low attendance at seminars or lectures where they             

believe no value could have been gained, thus, in retrospect we believe the data collection               

could have improved from an expanded interview covering this subject.  

In the early stages of our investigation the lack of tutor led education was the factor                

that motivated the problematization, from the literary review it was derived that            
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teacher-student interaction was closely linked with education quality, this was also focused            

on by TCO, describing the limited teacher-student interaction offered at Swedish universities.            

The connection was worrisome, and provided grounding for our investigation. Thus, it was             

surprising that when conducting the interviews, the respondents were mostly pleased with the             

amount of tutor led education. They did not perceive a shortage which could be restricting               

their learning, despite belonging to the groups offered the least amount of tutor led hours. We                

have found several possible explanations as to why this might be the case. First, it could be                 

explained by the fact that the respondents were all enrolled in their final year of studies that                 

they in fact had all been accustomed to the degree of tutor led education offered at Uppsala                 

University. Had we asked them during their first semester, the results might have been              

different. Secondly, as suggested by several opponents to customer focus in HE, it might be               

that students are unaware of what can be considered “quality education”. However, this             

notion was argued against by both Eagle and Brennan (2007) and Dillon (2010), who              

independently stated that students are very much aware of the quality of teaching methods.              

Finally, it might be explained by the personal preferences of our respondents and a lack of                

diversification. Since the sampling group of our data collection can be considered rather             

small there is a risk that we failed to capture opinions from students that perceive teacher led                 

education as more important than extracted from the answers given by the respondents             

participating in the interviews. The limited set of data provides cause for questioning the              

general results derived from the study and it can be considered the main limitation of our                

investigation. 

 

Conclusion 

This study was initiated in hope to provide a better understanding of the multifaceted nature               

of interaction as a means for value creation. More specifically, to investigate the importance              

of interaction in the relatively unexplored environment of HE. The investigation was driven             

by our research question: ”How does interaction between students and teachers at Uppsala             

University facilitate value creation?”, which was explored using Grönroos and Voima’s           

(2013) model of the value creation process. In the aftermath of our data collection and               

analysis we can conclude that interaction between students and teachers indeed assists in the              

students’ value creation. However, it can be concluded that direct interaction between            
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students and teachers is not considered crucial to the value creation process. A more              

compelling discovery, in line with the purpose to expand the understanding of interaction in              

the HE context, was the fact that different dimensions of interaction were defined. The              

analysis provided three different dimensions of interaction and concluded was that the two             

dimensions discovered were predominant to direct student-teacher interaction in the value           

creation process of students. The two interaction dimensions identified were; feedback and            

interaction with third parties (i.e. future employers and other students). The chosen model for              

illustrating the value creation process as constructed by Grönroos and Voima (2013) does not              

constitute for different dimensions of interaction, and thus, it is a tool that is inadequate when                

analyzing value creation in a HE context. In order for the model to be fully applicable to the                  

HE sphere it is necessary to accommodate the different varieties of interaction, we consider it               

to be a sine qua non for identifying value creation among students. From the results of our                 

study we can further derive that value creation and, thus also the fulfillment of value is not                 

fully functional at Uppsala University. The lack of interaction contributes to an environment             

in which co-creation of value is not fully facilitated. Co-creation is an important factor of               

customer focus in service marketing, as explained by Kotzé and du Plessis (2003), active              

student participation is crucial to value creation: “Unless customers perform their           

“co-production” roles effectively, the desired outcomes will not be realized” (Kotzé and du             

Plessis, 2003: 187).  

Students being categorized as customers, is a controversial paradigm that has           

generated much criticism among scholars and HE professionals. However, the HE sphere is             

becoming more accepting of the notion of students as customers. The increased adoption of a               

customer focus in the HE sphere has been promoted by the argument that the integration of                

students in the creation of a service will allow for more efficient HE institutions that are fully                 

responsive to the needs of students, society and employers. However, in order for customer              

focus to be fully effective as a strategy in the HE sphere, service providers such as Uppsala                 

University, needs to fully embrace the logic of customer focus. Customer focus does not              

entail to fulfill every students demand at any cost, but rather, it is a tool for engaging students                  

in the creation of their own value and satisfaction. To provide a service that is fully adapted                 

to the recipients self-serviced value creation process. It has become clear to us during this               

investigation that further research and adaptations is necessary in order to provide a better              

understanding of value creation in HE. It is a complex environment that differs strongly from               
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commercial settings, generic service marketing models, such as the one investigated, are not             

easily transferred into the HE context. Further research is necessary to provide a better              

understanding of how service marketing models can be applied in HE. Additional            

examination of interaction as a vehicle for value creation in HE is also recommended. Further               

suggestions for future research can also be found in, but is not limited to, the following                

themes:  

- How do students in study programmes granted generous amounts resources and tutor             

led education perceive interaction and value creation? 

- How do education providers perceive interaction and how are they working to             

promote value creation amongst students?  

- How should education providers motivate students to engage in co-creation? 

 

Finally, a customer focus demands a higher degree of understanding of the students’ value              

creation, what value is to students, how one motivate, create commitment and engage them in               

co-creation of an educational service. Through adaptation to the strategies connected to            

customer focus, service providers such as Uppsala University, will be able to provide a              

qualitative service that fulfill the students’ needs, and indirectly, create competitive           

advantages in an increasingly complex market.  
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Appendix 1  

 

1. Are you satisfied with the amount of tutor led education at Uppsala University? 

 

2. Do you think that tutor led education at Uppsala University, such as seminars and 

lectures, assists you in your learning? 

 

3. Are you satisfied with the amount of feedback you receive on your academic 

performance? (Group work, individual papers, exams, presentations) 

 

4. Do you discuss your studies with teachers? (Appeal or discuss grades, course 

literature, papers)  

 

5. Do you always understand what you need to do in order to receive a certain grade? 

 

6. Do you participate in course evaluations? Why? 

 

7. What is the purpose of your education at Uppsala University? 

 

8. Do you believe that the knowledge you gain at Uppsala University will be useful for 

you in the future?  

 

9. Do you think that the education offered at Uppsala University has enough relevance 

and  relation to reality?  

 

10. Are you satisfied with the quality of the education offered at Uppsala University? 

 

11. If you could change anything with your education at Uppsala University, what would 

that be? 
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